
HEARING AIDS 
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Hearing Trumpets/Horns. Remarkably effective for lesser 
losses. 
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Hearing trumpets in a variety of forms. 
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Flexible hearing horn, utilising the earpiece on the left, 
connected by a flexible tube to the small receiving horn that 

could be better directed to sound than the rigid trumpet 
patterns.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                          

 
          



A walking cane head, adapted as a cosmetically disguised 
hearing trumpet. The pick-up is via the perforated handle, 

passing sound to the rigid earpiece sidearm.     ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Use of a hearing trumpet walking stick. An earpiece from 
the upper cane is inserted (with difficulty?). 
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Ear trumpets disguised in  several modes. The central 
headband incorporates a receiver “cup”, transmitting to the 

better ear, reducing head shadow.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



An ear “cup” that increased the pick-up effect of the auricle, 
replacing a habitual hand-behind-the-ear. 
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A dual trumpet on a staff, designed for multidirectional 
sound pick-up capability. 
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An ornate shoulder-piece incorporating a covert ear 
trumpet. 
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A disguised bilateral hearing trumpet to be worn hidden 
behind a beard with the horn pick-up orifice sited centrally. 
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A somewhat cumbersome multi-pick-up device, possibly 
intended for the more severely deafened individual. 
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A multiple-directional trumpet for use in 
committees/meetings. Note that these situations would 
often involve senior personnel; hearing loss would be 

common.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



A multidirectional horn in use in a group situation. 
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A multidirectional trumpet with aesthetic disguise. Possibly 
for use in a salon where aged Dames might be 

accompanied by presbyacusis.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Hearing habilitation using (two) bilateral ear-piece, cable 
and receiver trumpet devices. Note the probable nasal 

disease (central).    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Group habilitation with multiple bilateral ear pieces 
conjoined into a common receiver trumpet. 
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Then as now, using hearing aids was enthusiastically 
advocated, commercially. 
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Early 20th century hearing aid advertisements. 
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Edwardian-era (note the pre-WW 1 hair styles) hearing aid 
sales flyer.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Early battery-driven semi-portable hearing equipment. 
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Battery-driven body level hearing equipment. 
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Body level processor packs with reduced-size ear-pieces. 
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Similar body-level air conduction models: 1930-40s. 
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Later body-level aids for severe losses, more modern 
overall case finish. 
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1950s aid types: Body level case and cable; an early In-the-
ear (ITE) device; bone conduction aids built into glasses 

frame.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



An FM receiver device, used in conjunction with a speaker’s 
necklace microphone. Common use in schools where the 
deaf pupil may stay in continuous contact with the teacher.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



A “hearing guide dog” used by some deaf individuals to 
avoid dangerous situations, e.g. crossing streets, or for 

alerting the owner at home.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         
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